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Yet there’s a strange quirk in all 
of this. Those attending DVSA’s 
three day ‘MOT Training’ course 
will be given no ‘hands on’ train-
ing teaching them how to actu-
ally carry out an MOT inspection. 
There is the underlying assump-
tion that the candidates are 
already familiar with the MOT, 
and are primarily there to have 
those skills ‘calibrated’ by DVSA 
trainers. Whilst that may be so 
for some candidates, for many 
that’s not the case at all. 

A ‘Closed Shop’
There’s also the problem of 
becoming an MOT Tester. It 
is a ‘closed shop’, being one 
of the few ‘trades’ left where it 
is impossible to become qual-
ified unless you already work 
at an MOT Testing Station and 
your employer is prepared to 
‘Nominate’ you to become a 
Tester. 

Over a decade ago, we inter-
viewed Mark Warden, then Head 
of VOSA Research and Devel-
opment who proposed Tester 
training should be provided at 
approved colleges, with MOT 
training put on a professional 
basis. He was adamant at the 
time that there should be much 
wider access, saying that young 
school leavers aspiring to be 
MOT Testers should be able to 
do so even if they worked at an 
automotive repair business that 

MOT Training
…is the long-awaited 
update finally here?

MOT TESTING 
Computer 
switchover:

Are you 
ready? 
Will you 
be using 
PC, laptop 

or tablet? A quick 
guide to preparing for 
the new web-based 
system. 

MOT Reports:
We analyse 
DVSA’s 
annual 
‘Effective-
ness 
Report’, 
‘Com-
pliance 

Survey’ and Annual 
Report…

DVSA News:
Staff shortages, staff 
discontentment, 
cessation of refresher 
training and more on 
the computer ‘switch-
over’… 

Equipment 
Review:
Emissions Equipment 
– update and buyer’s 
guide…

PLUS! DVSA Matters 
• Testing Times • 
Readers’ Letters • 
MOT Workshop Free 
Supplement – New 
Products + much more

PLUS:
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DVSA Chief Executive Alastair Peoples: will he and his fellow 
Board members at the DVSA accept the long overdue new MOT 

training proposals. (Continues on page 14)

Over half a century and little has changed…

MOT Tester training has changed very little from the early 
1960s when budding MOT Testers only needed to be 

nominated to attend a one-day familiarisation course to 
become fully fledged Testers. That course was extended to 
three days following computerisation in 2005. Some time after 
that the then Vehicle Inspectorate set up a ‘training’ course 
for Authorised Examiners, later followed a five yearly one-day 
MOT Tester ‘refresher’ courses. Whilst initially motor mechan-
ics of the time did not require any qualifications to become 
Testers, over time this became a requirement. Currently MOT 
Tester candidates have to be either pre-qualified, or pass a 
pre-qualifying DVSA Test known as the ‘Nominated Tester 
Training Assessment’ (NTTA), to be accepted for ‘Tester 
training’. 
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Next issue! (May – July ’15)
You can now renew your subscription online: www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions

MOT Training –  – Is MOT training finally about to be updated? – DVSA are to put forward “… 
updated at last?   industry-led accredited training and a programme of continuous professional 

development” for board approval. DVSA officials decline to discuss detail, but here 
we restate the case for change and speculate on how it might look… 

4. Testing Times –  News from the MOT industry: A possible requirement for MOT Testers to check 
whether ‘original parts’ have been replaced on vehicles has been blocked, the 
consultation on ‘historic’ vehicles has now closed, and ‘Are you ready for the 
web-based MOT?’ Read this and find out…

8. Topical Tips –  The SMTA’s David Innes has some advice on In-house and refresher training, 
your broadband connection and the new format for Test certificate plastic 
wallets …

10. Readers’ Letters –  More letters from the Editor’s postbag – We normally receive complimentary and 
encouraging comments from our readers, but the November issue’s “Is the MOT fit 
for purpose” theme was too much for one reader, who put pen to paper… Another 
correspondent was dismayed and confused by a VE’s response to his request for an 
‘observed Test’. He asked us to help, and what we discovered was very intriguing…

18. Spotlight On: –  DVSA’s MOT Reports – Reports coming out of the DVSA nowadays tend to be self-
congratulatory rather than conveying information, but Jim Punter has been busy 
poring over the ‘Effectiveness Report’, the ‘Compliance Survey’, the ‘Business Plan’ 
and the ‘Annual Report’ and here sums up what has been happening over the past 
year…

21. Consultant’s Casebook –  More tips from Eamonn Loney’s casebook – What happens when DVSA say 
that cars which have been issued with MOT passes appear not to have been on 
the premises on the dates given on the certificate? Proving that the cars were 
in fact properly Tested might not be as easy as you might think, even if CCTV 
footage exists and you have emissions printouts…

22. DVSA and DfT Matters –  More news from the DVSA and the DfT – DVSA are currently accumulating a 
surplus of £5M a year, yet are suffering staff shortages – and staff discontentment… a 
short note on SN 7-14… and more on the MOT computer ‘switchover’…

24. PRODUCT REVIEW: –  Emissions equipment – The GEA’s Dave Garratt brings us up to speed on the latest 
EC thinking on NOx emissions and removal of DPFs, followed by a presentation of 
the current state of the art emissions Testing technology.

In this issue:
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MOT TESTING

Spotlight on… Monitoring the 
MOT Scheme: For decades, the VI, then 
VOSA used locally-based Vehicle Examiners to 
conduct an ‘observed Test’ on Testers every year. 
After 2005 that changed, when the Government 
insisted that Agencies use a ‘risk based’ system to 
monitor and control businesses they regulate. With 
reducing quality, that’s not working for the MOT. 
Could there be a better way? In the May edition 
of MOT Testing we look at how the DVSA could 
better monitor and control the activities of Testing 
Stations in future.

DVSA Matters: With the roll-out of the 
new web-based MOT Computer commencing in 
April, no need to guess what’s going to be at the 
top of DVSA’s priorities in May. We report on how 
the roll-out is progressing, and how quickly those 
DVSA’s services like refresher training, and ‘risk-
assessment’ visits will be restored to ‘normal’ once 
it is completed.

The General Election: We’ll not know 
the outcome before going to press. But we can 
speculate as to whether the outcome will have an 
affect on issues of interest to AEs and NTs, like 
de-frosting the MOT Fee which has been frozen 
for many years now. Or will a ‘hung’ Parliament put 
everything into stasis?

Product Review: Wheel 
alignment Wheel alignment equipment has 
always offered an opportunity to increase profits, 
more especially so with suspension damage 
caused by an increasing number of potholes 
on Britain’s roads. We have a look at the latest 
equipment available in the market place.

PLUS: • Testing Times • DVSA 
Matters • Readers’ Letters 
• Consultant’s Casebook • Plus: 
MOT Workshop free supplement.

6666

MOT Workshop Magazine (free supplement)
 4.  New Products and Services  –  More news,  new products and services from the MOT industry…
 12. The MOT Test Fee –  An MOT Test fee review is long overdue – It is now over £10 below what it should 

be allowing for inflation. What are the factors influencing the fee, and if it is too low, 
why is discounting so widespread? 

 16.  Trade Directory –   The indispensable updated guide to tools & equipment suppliers!
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http://www.motester.co.uk/mot-workshop-magazine-online/mot-workshop-magazine
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Web-based MOT System
Are You Ready?

The DVSA’s MOT IT modernisation

commences in April 2015

Take action now to ensure you are

ready for the changeover!  

We can help you today. 

MOT IT Supplies provide hundreds 

of Test Centres nationwide with their 

computers, printers and consumables.

For a limited time we can supply the 

complete solution for just £349 + VAT.

  High Spec Branded Laptop or Desktop Computer

 External Keyboard and Mouse

  HP Laserjet Printer – durable and low running costs

  Initial Supply of Premium Printer Toner – enough for 

6,000 pages

  Peace of Mind Warranty – Next day replacement of all 

equipment guaranteed

  Delivery & Start-up Guide

 Technical Support Telephone Helpline 

All the above equipment easily exceeds the new DVSA IT 

recommended specifi cations. We are also able to supply 

Tablets, Laptops, Desktops and Printers individually if 

required. 

To take advantage of this MOT IT Package at just £349 
+ VAT or to discuss your IT requirements, please call us 

today on Freephone 0800 193 2331 quoting

“MOT TESTING MAGAZINE”. Stock is limited so call us today 

to avoid disappointment.

0800 193 2331    www.motitsupplies.co.uk

Our MOT IT Package includes:

MOTITSupplies_Half.indd   1 23/01/2015   14:03
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We raised this with DVSA who said:
 

“We have to balance all of our 
available resource to ensure that 
our customers receive the best 
possible service and we attain 
the most effective outcomes. 
Our local managers continu-
ally review the level of demand 
and the risks associated and 
are committed to ensuring that 
MOT testing receives the most 
appropriate resource levels.”

We advised Andrew to lodge an 
official complaint, and helped 
with the wording. He’s now had 
his ‘observed test’, and is car-
rying out MOT Testing for his 
employer. Nevertheless, DVSA’s 
letter raises the following ques-
tions: 

Why accept Andrew on the 
3-day course if DVSA can’t com-
plete the process and check him 
out afterwards?

When did DVSA decide that the 

“private car testing scheme… is not 
a DVSA priority”? I haven’t heard 
that before.

Does this mean that young tech-
nicians aspiring to be MOT Testers 
can no longer become Testers if 
their company has “sufficient quali-
fied testers”? That’s a new twist 
on Government policy regarding 
the job aspirations of young people.

Despite DVSA’s statement, I 
remain concerned about MOT being 

“not a DVSA priority…”. So I have 
asked for sight of any e-mails to 
their managers which would sug-
gest that MOT Testing has a lower 
priority within the DVSA. As this 
might have to be a Freedom of 
Information Request, we may have 
to wait until our next issue for a 
response.  

VE Smart Card security 
breach
Dear Sir, 
At a recent visit from our local 
VE (some 4 hrs plus!), he hauled 
me over the coals for missing 
some rust on a car that I’d just 
Tested. He said not to worry, 
but that a letter would be in the 
post inviting me to respond for-
mally and that at worst I’d get a 
slapped wrist.

When he left I noticed that 
he’d forgotten to take his smart 
card out of the VTS reader! I 
rang him on his mobile and he 
returned within an hour to col-
lect it.  He was ever so grateful, 
saying that it wouldn’t go down 
well if he lost it.

(After) I received the letter 
from DVSA with the VE’s damn-
ing report with lots of penalty 
points, I can tell you that I 
will never again help a VE out. 
I will in future keep the card 
and hope he gets penalty points 
from DVSA for a security breach.  

Yeah, that’s very likely isn’t 
it…?
Name and address withheld by 
request.

Whilst I understand this reader’s 
chagrin, any ‘take’ on this depends 
on what the VE discovered during 
the visit. If the issues were minor, 
perhaps he should have taken a 
lenient view. But two wrongs don’t 
make a right. For serious transgres-
sions the VE has to ‘write-up’ what 
he discovered. I do wonder though 
what that same VE would do dur-
ing a future visit if he witnesses a 
similar Smart Card security breach 
at that Testing Station. Ed.

 Date: December 08th 2014

Dear Mr …   
[…] Garage… [VTS …] 
MOT Tester Demonstration Tests 

 
Thank you for contacting the DVSA call centre. I have been requested 
to respond to your difficulties in getting demonstration tests for your 
staff who wished to become Nominated Testers in the private car test-
ing scheme. 

DVSA policy is to prioritise any Road Safety issue that might 
endanger the travelling general public and then to priorities issues that 
are in the best interest and wellbeing of the general public. Current 
Road safety issue is the targeting of operators that knowingly cause 
and permit vehicles in a dangerous condition to be used on the public 
highway and motorway network. Current best interest and wellbeing of 
the general public is to ensure the MOT testing the nation’s fleet of HGV 
& PSV vehicles to maintain essential distribution and services expected 
by the general public. The economic recovery has currently placed 
extra demands in this area of DVSA’s work testing HGV & PSV vehicles. 

The private car testing scheme currently has sufficient outlets for 
the general public to obtain a MOT test for their vehicles, so this is not 
a DVSA priority. Further it is considered you currently have sufficient 
qualified tester (two) to accommodate your current throughput of test-
ing approximately 12 tests a week. 

I have requested your DVSA vehicle examiner to keep this work to 
hand should any time become available at short notice that could be 
used to assist you.  

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention.  I am sorry that 
we could not assist you in a more positive manner at the present time.

Yours sincerely
Richard Higgins
Senior Enforcement Officer

TRAINING, REGULATIONS, ENFORCEMENT: NEED HELP?
CALL AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT!

E. B. L. PARTNERSHIP
MOT Licence under threat?

Want the best defence?
Speak to the experts!

Former executives of VOSA’s Appeals HQ Division having 
dealt with 1,000’s of cases, our specialist knowledge will be 

used to your best advantage.

Consultants to Allianz Cornhill MOT Protection scheme.
Phone Eamonn on 01225 340858

Fax: 01225 344 650 Mobile: 07971 164417 – Available 7 days a week
email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

M O

T

M O

T

- Technician Recruitment
- Automotive Management
- Customer Service
   Recruitment

MOT Tester
Recruitment
Specialists

CALL US TODAY
0845 459 0238

WWW.PREMIERAUTORECRUIT.COM
INFO@PREMIERAUTORECRUIT.COM

Ho! ho! – whose left their Smart Card in the reader? Oh, the local 
VE – no problem then!
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Northern Maintenance
BRAKE TEST ROLLER COATING
WORKSHOP FLOORS REFURBISHED

ROLLER COATING
Over 10 years experience in coatings
• 12 months guarantee
• High quality coatings used
• MOT approved
• Done on-site at your convenience
• Very reasonable rates

We are only on-site for 3 to 4 hrs and your rollers are 
ready for use next morning!

Specialists in BM Brake Rollers

FLOORS
Floors are shot blasted and then applied 
with a 3-coat moisture coating.

Call us now for a free quote

0191 388 1458
07850 560805
12 Park Rd, Chester-Le-Street, Co. Durham

COIL
SPRINGS
The Better Choice !

The Right Spring 
for Every Car !

SUPLEX UK Ltd.  
Unit ‘E‘, Vector 31, Waleswood Way, Wales 
Sheffi eld, South Yorkshire, S26 5NU
Tel. +44 (0) 1909 770 660   
Fax +44 (0) 1909 774 177   
E-Mail uksales@suplex.com   
www.suplex.com
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Authorised Examiners receiv-
ing some form of disciplinary 
action, (from a warning to with-
drawal) over each of the three 
years. When it comes to Tester 
disqualifications, and AE with-
drawals they’re much the same 
one to the other at about a third 
of one percent of the total num-
ber of each.

The effectiveness report is 
silent on any action taken by 
the DVSA to improve Tester per-
formance, or on the number of 
Testers who had refresher train-
ing over the previous year, either 
as a routine 5 yearly require-
ment, or forced upon them as 
a result of disciplinary action.

Roadside checks and pro-
hibitions

Every year the DVSA carry 
out roadside checks by pull-
ing vehicles over and inspect-
ing key items. Clearly there’s a 
limit to what they can inspect 
at the roadside. The effec-
tiveness report contains their 
findings for both ‘Light Goods 
Vehicles’ (LGVs), and ‘Cars’ – 
although the report itself does 
not define whether LGVs means 
only Class 7 vehicles, or also 
includes similar vehicles, but 
found in Class 4. First, however 
we need to understand what the 
DVSA defines as a ‘Prohibited 
defect’ – which doesn’t neces-
sarily mean the vehicle must 
be taken off the road then and 
there. DVSA classify prohibitions 
as follows:   
 
Category 1: An immediate 
prohibition including an 
immediate brake, steering or 
tyre defect.
Category 2: An immediate 
prohibition not falling within 
Category 1. 
Category 3: A delayed 
prohibition including a brake, 
steering or tyre defect.
Category 4: A delayed 
prohibition not falling within 
Category 3.   
 
The offence band relates to 
the severity of the offence, with 
band 1 containing the least 
serious offences and band 5 
containing the most serious. 
 
Unfortunately the tables in the 
Report don’t provide details as to 
what category of prohibition is 
referred to, but comparing them 
with defects discovered during 
MOTs is interesting. 

Comparisons with MOT 
failure rates
Even given the inevitable con-
straints of roadside inspections 
there’s a surprising contrast 
with MOT Test results. Take 
tyres for example; 41.2% of 
vehicles ‘pulled over’ by DVSA’s 
Vehicle Examiners had a prohi-
bition due to the condition of 
their tyres. This contrasts with 
just 7.7% of MOT failures relat-
ing to tyres. Perhaps cars ‘pulled 
over’ are not chosen at random 
but targeted by VEs as looking 
as if they might be in poor con-
dition, which would skew the 
results. Even so, the difference 
is very marked. 

Another seeming anomaly is 
that only 3.6% of cars received 
prohibitions for defective ‘lamps 
and reflectors – direction indica-
tors’. Compare that with a Class 
4 MOT failure rate of 19.1% for 
‘lighting and signalling’. Perhaps 
VEs don’t see most lighting and 
signalling defects as meriting 
a ‘prohibition’ during daytime. 

For cars the second high-
est prohibited defect category 
was ‘Bodywork – Windscreen 
and Windows’ at 34.1% - yet this 
category doesn’t even feature 
in the list of prohibited defects 
for Light Goods Vehicles – that’s 
strange!

Finally there’s prohibitions 
applied to taxis and private 
hire cars. Just as for cars, tyres 
are the highest figure at 35.1% 

- despite the majority of these 
vehicles being required to have 
6 monthly MOT Tests! The sec-
ond highest category here is 
‘Transmission – Un-categorised 
defects’ – whatever that means, 
at 8.3%. Even more puzzling 
is that this category is absent 
from the ‘prohibition’ results for 
both Cars and LGVs subjected to 
roadside inspections. 

It is odd that ‘prohibition’ 
defects don’t fully align with 
MOT categories – surely bet-
ter consistency would enable 
improved comparisons between 
prohibitions, MOT failures and 
‘dangerous to drive defects’ data 
from which better road safety 
conclusions could be reached?

Compliance Survey 2013/14
In the lead article of the 
November edition of MOT 
Testing we referred to the lat-
est 2013/14 ‘Compliance Survey’, 
wherein MOT Test error rates 
were the worst for five years. 

The Survey, however contains 
other interesting information 
about the MOT. To recap; every 
year DVSA Vehicle Examiners 
aim to randomly visit 1,800 
Test Stations and re-examine 
recently MOT Tested Class 4 
vehicles. Although for reasons 
not entirely clear, last year they 
only successfully checked 1,554 
such vehicles.  

So how did Vehicle Exam-
iners’ findings compare to the 
original MOT results as found 
by MOT Testers? Of interest is 
the ‘real’ failure rate. Whilst the 
initial failure rate as found by 
Testers was more or less the 
same as the 40% national aver-
age from the MOT computer at 
42.3%, VEs re-checking the same 
cars recorded a much higher 
failure rate of 48%.

This is a significant differ-
ence – suggesting that Testers 
were too ‘easy’ on motorists – 
exploding the myth that Testing 
Stations fail cars unnecessarily 
to get more MOT repair work. 
Over the 27.48 million Class 3&4 
Tests last year, 5.7% of vehicles, 
that’s 1.6 million, received a pass 
certificate but should have failed 
the MOT. 

Here’s the numbers for the 
last three years:

With acknowledgement to the DVSA

Wrong pass/fail outcome
Obviously, if VEs find a higher 
failure rate than the Testers who 
initially examined the vehicles 
the VEs re-checked, then that 
suggests there’s lots of wrong 
pass/fail Test results. These 
wrong results go both ways, 
have a look at this table:

With acknowledgement to the DVSA

Altogether the overall pass/fail 
error rate was 15.2%. But that 
doesn’t count all errors, espe-
cially where VEs agreed the 
vehicle should have failed, but 
did not agree with the failure 
items – one way or another. 
All told VEs found 471 errors 
in the 1,554 vehicles re-Tested, 
30.3%. – the highest over the 
last five years. 

Biggest MOT Scheme – 
safest roads…
The British MOT Testing 
Scheme is the biggest in the 
world, making a major contri-
bution to road safety, and to 
Britain’s roads being now the 
safest in the world, on par with 
Sweden. That every year almost 
30 million vehicles are MOT 
Tested, by dedicated and pre-
dominantly small independent 
businesses is no mean feat. 

In early 2012 the then Secre-
tary of Transport Justine Green-
ing said the MOT error rate was 
unacceptable. Currently it is 
worse, which is unsurprising, as 
absolutely nothing has changed 
between then and now. 

With improved equipment 
MOT quality could be improved. 
With more frequent and better 
training MOT quality could be 
improved. With more Vehicle 
Examiners to work with the trade 
to monitor, control and encour-
age ‘MOT best practice’ at Test 
Stations, quality would improve. 
All of which, of course needs 
increased funding – at Test sta-
tions for better management and 
equipment investment, and at 
DVSA for more VEs and Trainers 
(either in-house or privatised).

But discounting is rife with 
the MOT even degraded as a 
marketing ‘give away’ by too 
many Testing Stations – which 
the Government then use as an 
excuse to freeze the fee rather 
than expressing concern about it 
as a potential reason for reduc-
ing MOT quality. This de-values 
a scheme which makes such a 
significant contribution to saving 
lives and prevention of serious 
injuries on the roads.

Continued from page 18

Numbers of Testers, Test Stations and DVSA staff
Year 2013/14 2012/13 2011/12
Private Test Stations 22,062 21,663 21,039
Other Test Stations (councils etc) 207 207 205
Nominated Testers 57,968 56,830 56,769
DVSA Vehicle Examiners 97 101 104

Lighting and signalling, 
(including headlamp aim) 
had the highest number of 

failures in both Class 7 and 4. 
Although it was exceptionally 
high in Class 7 vehicles at 30% 
of all failures it was just over 

19% of Class 4 failures.
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The ‘Switch-over’ to the new 
computer

We’ve been talking to the DVSA about the ‘switch-over’ 
process to the web based system, and invited them to 

provide information to share with our readers. 
They are especially keen to get the message across that before 

a VTS and its Testers can transfer to the web based system, it 
is vital that they can make e-mail contact. They note that it’s an 
Authorised Examiner Designated Manager’s (AEDM’s) responsi-
bility to check and update the ‘Authorised Entity’ business  email 
address contained within the ‘Correspondence Address’ section 
of their VTS device, and this should have been done by 6 Feb 2015. 
This is to give DVSA time to email to the AE an online survey which 
(when completed) will be used to confirm whether that AE’s site (or 
sites) is ready to switch over to the new web-based computer later 
this year. The survey should be completed by 28 Feb 2015. If a survey 
hasn’t been completed by then, DVSA will get in touch to confirm 
whether their site is ready to switch over to the new computer sys-
tem. The business e-mail address will also be used by DVSA to send 
AEs switchover information, including their site’s switchover date. 

AEDMs are also responsible for making sure all other employees 
with a VTS device role add, check, and update their contact details, 
including their email and postal addresses. 

Nominated Tester e-mails
Testers also need to check and update their email and postal 
address on the VTS device. This is so they can get an almost instant 
replacement password for the new MOT Testing service system in 
future should they ever forget it. Otherwise DVSA will have to send 
a replacement password by post, which can up to 5 days to arrive, 
during which time the NT won’t be able to carry out MOT Testing. 

The Testers e-mail address must be easily and regularly accessible. 
It can be a business, personal or purposely-created (ie one created 
by an NT to deal specifically with receiving replacement passwords 
rather than providing their own personal or private email). 

Emails for other VTS roles 
All other VTS roles (including Site Managers) will also need to add, 
check and update their email and postal addresses within their VTS 
devices. This is for all the same reasons as outlined for NTs and the 
same guidance applies. 

Full instructions on how to add, check and update all kinds of 
VTS email addresses are available on the following link: 

www.gov.uk/mot-modernisation-update-your-vts-device-details

MOT Modernisation information 
Readers can find all the information they need about MOT 
Modernisation and the new MOT Testing service by reading the 
documents listed under DVSA’s MOT Modernisation section on 
the GOV.UK website on the following link: 

www.gov.uk/government/collections/mot-modernisation

Switchover support and guidance
If AEs, NTs or other people in other VTS roles have any issues or 
queries related to any of this, then contact DVSA staff at the MOT 

Modernisation Project at mot.modernisation@vosa.gsi.gov.uk who 
will either provide them with an answer or get someone to contact 
them about their issue as soon as possible on the following issues:

 
•  whether their site is ready to switch over to the new MOT  

testing service 
• how switchover will work 
• how to update their VTS email addresses 

Progress reports 
To keep up to date with the latest news and updates about MOT 
Modernisation and the new web-based MOT computer, sign up 
for email alerts from DVSA’s Matters of Testing blog which is avail-
able on the following link: 

https://www.gov.uk/mot-modernisation-email-alerts 

DVSA will send out regular email alerts ahead and throughout the 
switchover period but this will reduce to an alert every 4 to 6 weeks 
once the new MOT Testing service has gone live after September 2015.

Note: To save you typing in all of these links, we have published them 
on our website so that you can just click on them. You’ll have to type 
this one in though:
http://www.motester.co.uk/current

Currently there are three ‘live’ MOT issues being consid-
ered by the DFT. The first, and of vital importance to 

Testing Stations in the longer term is their project to estimate 
the cost of delivering an MOT Test as a precursor to a much 
wider review of MOT fees. Our understanding is that they are 
still ‘crunching the numbers’, and we’ll keep readers informed 
as soon as we hear of any more concrete progress. There’s 
also the question of what they are going to let the DVSA do 
about an escalating MOT ‘slot fee’ surplus, which will inevi-
tably rise when Atos are no longer involved in the Scheme. 

Another issue, although somewhat on the ‘back burner’ for Test-
ing Stations, is the implementation of the most recent EU Directive 
regarding the day-to-day operation of the Scheme which the DfT 
are currently working through with DVSA Staff. This will in due 
course profoundly affect the way Testers record the outcome of MOT 
inspections. Both ‘dangerous to drive’ items, and some ‘advisory’ 
notes will be both defined, and mandatory. Having  seen how the 
former have been defined by the EU, we would expect the number 
of ‘danger box’ entries to significantly increase.

Then finally there’s the issue of how to deal with the new EU 
rules on exempting ‘historic vehicles’ from the MOT Test (see also 
Testing Times).

Unfortunately, however, the pending General Election has 
effectively put much of this into ‘stasis’, the convention being that 
Ministers are reluctant to make decisions so close to an election, 
which would bind their successors in just a few months time. So 
don’t hold your breath!

NEWS from theNENENEWSWSWS fffrororomm m thththeee

Currently Atos will ‘decommission’ and remove both the printer 
and computer after sites transfer to the new system. Some 

Testing Stations, however, have asked DVSA if they can retain 
their Atos printers to use following the transfer, our editor being 

amongst them. Thus far the DVSA have not come up with an 
answer.
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Emissions Equipment
The Garage Equipment Association’s Dave Garratt provides us

with an emissions update

P R O D U C T  R E V I E W

Therefore the European 
Commission has recently 
funded various projects to look 
at the effectiveness of Testing 
for NOx and particle emis-
sions during the MOT. Whilst 
these checks have shown that 
the introduction of NOx and 
particulate tests are probably 
necessary, currently the equip-
ment cost is possibly too high.

One cost effective solution for 

lowering particulate emissions 
can be done by using the MOT to 
check if a Diesel Particulate Fil-
ter is faulty or has been removed. 
Simply use the current Smoke 
Meter and Test to the vehicle 
manufacturer’s specific smoke 
limits, on the vehicle’s data plate, 
and only use the default value if 
the data is unavailable. That is 
what will happen in France this 
year.  Perhaps we should be fol-

lowing the French  example! [See 
also DVSA Matters Ed.] 
On emissions there’s little 
change in the ‘pipeline’. Four 
gas data updates will continue 
on a biennial basis and smoke 
meters will need a software 
update in 2018.  

There is, however, one inter-
esting provision on the latest EU 
Directive concerning conditions 
in which tail-pipe testing may 
need not be carried out during 
an MOT Test. 

Whilst all vehicles manu-
factured to ‘Euro 5’ emission 
standards will always require 
a tail pipe test, from 2018 those 

constructed to the later ‘Euro 
6’ emission requirement can 
be MOT Tested for their emis-
sions by accessing the vehicle’s 
European On Board Diagnostic 
(EOBD) port to check whether 
or not an emissions ‘fault’ has 
been flagged up by the vehicle’s 
computer. 

Such exemption from tail-
pipe Testing can only apply how-
ever if the member state seeking 
that exemption can prove that 
the EOBD is equally effective 
in detecting an MOT failure as 
the tail-pipe test itself – which, 
we’ve been informed with cur-
rent technology is unlikely.

DPF removal

MOT Emissions Testing carried out in Britain are becom-
ing out-dated.  Current pollution concerns are focused 

around the high level of Nitrous Oxides (Nox) and diesel 
particulates being detected in and around our major cities. 

Crypton claims their DVSA approved 
700 series Emission Analysers have 
features that keep them the MOT 
Tester’s favourite. The unit has a 
cabinet housing the PC and printer 
and a 19” widescreen monitor. The 
software makes emissions testing 
quick and easy for technicians to 
perform. Available as combined, or 

stand-alone units, in either cabled or 
wireless versions the range caters for 
any MOT workshop’s needs. The unit 
also comes with 3 years parts and 
labour warranty, and an extended care 
packages is available.

Price: From £4,000
Contact: Katherine Reeve
Tel: 07917 710508
E-mail: katherine.reeve@continental-
corporation.com
Web: www.cryptontechnology.com
Distribution: Authorised distribution 
outlets

The Bradbury gas and smoke trolley 
is purpose designed to accommodate 
PC, printer, gas, smoke and all related 
probes. Ruggedly constructed, the unit 
is easy to manoeuvre and features 
lockable wheels.
The gas petrol emissions tester has 
been designed to meet all current 
VOSA specifications and requirements 
including the MOT computerised 

testing programme.
The smoke diesel emissions tester 
meets Category A and B specifications 
allowing testing of all MOT Class 
4, 5, 6 and 7 vehicles. The unit is 
lightweight and compact making it 
easy to move to a vehicle and, with 
an optional handset, becomes totally 
mobile.

Contact: Bradbury Office
Tel: 01604 828648
E-mail:  sales@bradburyequipment.
co.uk
Web: www.bradburyequipment.co.uk

The DUNLOP Professional Emission 
analyser is a pc based combined (gas 
and smoke) unit with oil temperature 
and RPM measurement. With a 
wireless diesel smoke head and 
engine speed/temperature readings 
taken via the EOBD multi RPM module, 
cables to break or trip over are a thing 
of the past! Every MOT test is stored 
to memory for instant retrieval. A Wi-Fi 

enabled PC is supplied as standard, 
including a CD Rom, monitor, keyboard 
and mouse, with a 3 year warranty!

Price: POA - Leasing packages 
available 
Contact: Sales Department 
Tel: 01604 828600
Fax: 01604 633159
E-mail: sales@gemco.co.uk
Web: www.gemco.co.uk
Distribution: Direct and through 
distributors 

BRADBURY EQUIPMENT

CRYPTON

GEMCO EQUIPMENT LTD 
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     More than just another supplier of MOT equipment

QUALITY SERVICE 
QUALITY SUPPLY
QUALITY AFTERCARE

CONTACT THE EXPERTS

YEAR WARRANTY 
ON ALL MOT BAYS 3




